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Executive summary
Nothing is more human than the wish for a long, satisfying life. More people than ever have a
chance to achieve that aspiration, thanks to advances in longevity. But for their extra years to be
satisfying, people need to be able to support themselves financially. That means they need more
than just financial resources. They need the ability to create, adapt, and execute effective financial
plans. Such planning could prove to be the key to experiencing the satisfaction and joy that we all
hope will accompany longer lives.

Employees with specific
attitudes and behaviors around
planning—what we’ve termed
a planning mindset—appear
financially healthier and better
prepared for long lives.

Our 2018 Retirement Survey
revealed the following insights:
• 

2x

• 

Twice as likely to say their
financial life is thriving

• 

• 

42

%

less likely to have high
levels of financial stress

• 

3x

Three times more household
retirement savings than people
without a planning mindset
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Needed on the journey:

A GPS for retirement
The desire for a long, fulfilling life is a fundamental goal for all of us. That ideal—
which we sum up with the phrase Long Live You—is increasingly within reach,
as growing numbers of people live into their 80s, 90s, and beyond. Yet as the
journey through the elder years has lengthened, it has become more complex
and, in some ways, more challenging. The traditional, static road map through
retirement, built on older assumptions about longevity, pension income, and
Social Security, may no longer suffice for many employees.
The 2018 Wells Fargo Retirement Survey finds that employees hold great
optimism about their ability to lead fulfilling lives in retirement, with large
majorities of employees of all ages saying that they believe retirement will
be a positive new chapter. Yet, many people lack clarity about how to pay for
those treasured additional years. For them, financial uncertainty casts a shadow
across the road to the future. Simply put, many people worry about their ability
to maintain financial well-being.
If we can address the underlying causes of those worries, we may be able to
help people realize the joy that should accompany a longer life. Employers
already provide a powerful retirement engine in the form of the 401(k). Our
research finds that supporting a planning mindset among employees may help
them develop not just a road map through retirement but a GPS that can adapt
to changing conditions and keep them heading where they want to go.
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85%
of Millennials and Gen X
workers believe retirement
will be a positive new chapter

79%
of retirees say retirement has
been a positive new chapter
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The planning mindset:

Hands on the wheel
Retirement is a long journey, and planning for it is a big job. Planning has
become more challenging, as longer life expectancies have extended the
retirement journey and employees with declining access to pensions have
become responsible for providing more of the fuel.
Some employees have embraced this challenge. Our survey found that
employees who gave positive responses to a set of questions related to
planning have considerably stronger financial well-being and are better
prepared for and more optimistic about the future. These responses illustrate
the power of a planning mindset.
Employees who answered planning mindset questions affirmatively are more
likely than other employees to take charge of their retirement goals, to be
proactive, to make good decisions, and they generally have a brighter forecast
for their financial lives.
• 
• 
• 

Defining the planning mindset
People with a planning mindset identify both near-term and longer-term goals and take action to
achieve them. Our research measured the planning mindset based on positive responses to four
key statements:
• 	
• 	
• 	
• 	
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In the other lane is a large group of employees and retirees who are stressed
by money in general and by retirement planning in particular.
• 

7 out of 10

are concerned about running out
of money

• 
Those feelings were much more common among people without a planning
mindset—those who didn’t agree with most or all of the statements in the
purple box.
The last finding—that nearly 4 in 10 survey participants say living to 85
would cause financial hardship—impedes the goal represented by the Long
Live You ideal. This is especially true considering 42% of survey participants
say they expect to live to 85 or beyond. While many employees expect
longevity, a sizable portion of them dread it rather than celebrate it.

38%
say living to 85 would be
a financial hardship

The planning mindset may prove to be a valuable lens for viewing
participants. It could help plan sponsors, providers, and consultants
determine how we can better help employees make retirement a positive
chapter while making the journey to and through it less stressful. We can
start by developing a better understanding of where participants stand
on the planning mindset spectrum, the ways in which plan sponsors and
providers can help them grow their planning acumen, and the tools they
need to move from education to action.
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The 401(k):

A retirement engine
Our survey found that people
value and trust their 401(k).

92%
feel more secure about
retirement because they have
access to a 401(k)

61%
of 401(k) contributors say
they’re saving enough for
retirement

38

%

of non-contributors say they’re
saving enough for retirement

Many factors affect an individual’s pursuit of the Long Live You ideal, including
earning power, health, career progress, and financial obligations. The good
news is that many employees already have a powerful engine to pursue asset
growth. A 401(k) plan encourages consistent contributions and offers diverse
investments. Using it can help support a healthy retirement portfolio. The
power of the 401(k) has increased dramatically in recent decades with the
advent of automatic features and diversified default investments.
That trust has become critical as the 401(k) plan has moved from a
supplemental investment tool to a central vehicle for growing retirement
assets. In our research, members of younger generations were much more likely
to say that a 401(k) and/or IRA will be the primary source of retirement funding.
Boomers

25%

Gen Xers

39%

Millennials

46%

Although improvements to the 401(k) over the years have helped employees
immensely, access to a powerful saving and investing tool alone may not be
enough to realize Long Live You. Many employees need targeted help putting
their retirement savings plan and other tools to use effectively. They might
need assistance balancing retirement preparation with burdensome student
loan debt, children’s college costs, the need to care for aging parents, new
expenses due to changes in their family, or numerous other challenges. Any one
of these experiences—let alone a combination of them—can cause detours,
delays, or breakdowns on an employee’s journey to and through retirement.
The continual evolution of the 401(k) makes it easy to envision a future in which
this engine for retirement becomes even more robust. Strong 401(k) plans may
offer solutions that help address longevity and income needs while prompting
employees to plan continually for the journey through retirement, not just to it.
Now it’s time for employers and providers to build the tools that can illuminate
the road ahead, with the goal of improving the journey for everyone.
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Planning the journey:

Change the goal from
surviving to thriving
When planning for retirement, as when using GPS, you start by entering the
destination you want to reach. We think many employees plug in a goal of
survive when they could aim to thrive: to experience the joy of a long, well-lived
life with financial well-being throughout. With support for planning mindset
behaviors, the retirement community may be able to help employees expand
the scope of what’s possible.

Actual retirement ages vs.
employees’ expectations

Sound planning is more important than ever, in part because far fewer retirees
will have defined benefit income. Just 25% of Millennials, 35% of Gen Xers, and
43% of Boomers say they have access to a pension, according to our survey.
Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid benefits may be reduced, while longer
life spans increase the risk that people could outlive their assets.

66% Younger than 65
27% 65 or older
7% Not yet retired

To thrive, employees need more than education. They need action. And
they need more than a plan. They need a planning mindset to adapt to
unexpected developments.
During the journey to and through retirement, life events can undermine the
best-laid plans and demand course-correction. For example, nearly 6 in 10
retirees in our survey retired earlier than they had intended.
The Employee Benefit Research Institute has found that health issues are
the most frequent cause of earlier-than-expected retirement.1 These types
of unforeseen events can have a profound impact on an individual’s income
needs and ability to meet them. For example, earlier-than-expected retirement
may help explain why two-thirds of retirees took Social Security as soon as
they could, even though delaying until as late as age 70 results in a higher
monthly payout.
Employees’ map through retirement must adjust to accommodate these
kinds of developments. Based on responses to our survey, employees may
expect to work longer than they ultimately will be able to and may need to
course-correct.

Retirees: How
old were you
when you retired?

Employees: At
what age do you
expect to retire?
43% Younger than 65
20% 65 or older
37% Undecided

Did you retire
when planned?
58% Earlier than planned
35% Exactly when planned
7% Later than planned

1. 
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Roadside assistance:

How the retirement
community can help
The retirement industry has long aimed to empower employees as they
build toward the future. Typically, we’ve done so by focusing on education
and encouragement. This approach may work for people who already have a
planning mindset. The rest of the population may benefit from more strategic,
targeted help.
We can help in part by helping to smooth the speed bumps and potholes that
impede progress. Tools that simplify and automate the planning process may
help in this effort:
• 
• 
• 
• 
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These approaches can address behavioral obstacles ranging from inertia or
simple procrastination to more nuanced issues like magical thinking—the
idea that somehow everything will work out. Automation and simplification
don’t render a planning mindset unnecessary, but they may help ensure that
employees who haven’t yet developed one won’t fall too far behind. These
tools also may make it easier for employees to make the transition from
education to action, helping build momentum and confidence as employees
see their balances grow.
Employers also may be able to support making Long Live You a reality
for employees by determining where employees fall on the planning
mindset continuum and then using strategic, targeted interventions to
help them develop planning mindset characteristics and behaviors. For
example, employees who don’t yet have a planning mindset may need
help anticipating and preparing for the life events that may present
obstacles on their journey. These include health problems, college debt,
family responsibilities, and career challenges. They’ll benefit from tools and
solutions that help them define their potential needs in the years to come.
As a first step, employers might use the concept of a planning mindset as
a lens to understand their employees and the ways they experience their
retirement journey. A survey that assesses the extent to which employees
have a planning mindset can help employers identify who among their
participant base appears to be taking ownership of their retirement goals,
who needs more support, where they need that support, and the forms it
might take. It may aim to identify:
• 
• 
• 
• 
With this information, employers can work toward helping employees
develop planning mindset characteristics and behaviors and reinforce those
they already display.

Many employees are likely to welcome this kind of help from their employer.

73%

63%

of Millennials

of Gen Xers

say they want more help
with retirement choices
from their employer

say they want more help
with retirement choices
from their employer
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86%

of empolyees
want a 401(k) statement with
retirement income estimates
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Gen X employees need
help, and they know it.

45%
of workers say they have
a detailed financial plan
(a lower percentage than
other generations)

less
than

½

say they're saving enough
for retirement

63

%

of Gen Xers say they want
more help from employers
with their retirement choices

Generation X:

Needing roadside
assistance the most
The retirement community has focused much of its attention in recent years
on Boomers and Millennials. Members of Generation X—people with birth
years between the mid-1960s and the early 1980s—have been somewhat
overlooked, despite the fact that they experience some of the highest levels
of financial stress. In fact, more than half say they are struggling or suffering in
their financial lives.
These employees are sandwiched in every way. They are stuck between the
two largest generations in U.S. history. They are too young for most to have
had access to pensions but too old for today’s automatic plan features to
have helped them contribute and invest early in their careers. They face
the pressures of funding their kids’ college education and caring for (and
sometimes financially supporting) aging parents.
Meanwhile, Gen X employees are nearing the critical preretirement phase when
earnings are peaking and years to retirement are diminishing. They have time to
improve their ability to achieve Long Live You, but it will take the right approach
to planning and the right tools.
Consider focusing on this generation. The Gen X employees in our survey said
their top three financial priorities are to save for retirement, pay down debt,
and build emergency savings. Work to understand the particular challenges the
Gen X members in your plan struggle with and the tools and interventions that
could help them plan to overcome those roadblocks.
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Recalculating the journey through retirement
The journey to Long Live You is a fluid experience that evolves over time. No two paths are exactly alike,
and they rarely reflect the route that was originally mapped.
Employees who have a planning mindset are likely to make the most of the resources at their disposal to
build a more secure, fulfilling retirement. Others will need help getting started or sticking with a plan, and
they may benefit most from practical tools that simplify and automate retirement planning.
Understanding employees’ challenges and opportunities can help employers continue to improve the
retirement planning experience, supporting financial wellness for their workforce overall.

Action steps
The following steps can help your plan support the Long Live You goal for
your participants.
1. 	

	
	
	
	
	
2.	
	
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Let’s answer the call
Help make Long Live You a reality for employees.
Solving seemingly unsolvable problems is critical to helping employees make
retirement the positive new chapter they envision. At Wells Fargo Asset Management,
we’re conducting research to understand the needs of employees and employers and
to develop solutions that seek to deliver improved outcomes for all. Together we can
answer the call and help improve the journey and the outcomes for your employees.
To reach a Wells Fargo Asset Management Defined Contribution team member,
please email DefinedContributionTeamWFAM@wellsfargo.com

About the survey
On behalf of Wells Fargo, The Harris Poll conducted 3,563 online interviews of
2,560 working Americans 21 or older and 1,003 retired Americans, surveying
attitudes and behaviors around planning, saving, and investing for retirement. The
survey was conducted from August 6–20, 2018. Working Americans are age 21 or
older and working full time (or at least 20 hours if they are working part time) or are
self-employed. Retired Americans self-identified as retired regardless of age. Both
working and retired Americans are the primary or joint financial decision-maker for
their household. Data was weighted as needed to represent the population of those
meeting the qualification criteria. Figures for education, age, gender, race, ethnicity,
region, household income, investable assets, marital status, employment, number of
adults in the household, and propensity to be online were weighted where necessary to
bring them in line with their actual proportions in the population.

All investing involves risk, including the possible loss of principal. There can be no assurance that any investment strategy will be successful.
Investments fluctuate with changes in market and economic conditions and in different environments due to numerous factors, some of which
may be unpredictable. Each asset class has its own risk and return characteristics.
This information is for educational purposes only and does not constitute investment, financial, tax, or legal advice. Please contact your
investment, financial, tax, or legal advisor regarding your specific needs and situation. The information shown is not intended to provide any
suggestion that you engage in or refrain from taking a particular course of action.
Wells Fargo Wealth and Investment Management, a division within the Wells Fargo & Company enterprise, provides financial products and
services through various bank and brokerage affiliates of Wells Fargo & Company. Recordkeeping, trustee, and/or custody services are provided
by Wells Fargo Institutional Retirement and Trust, a business unit of Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., a bank affiliate of Wells Fargo & Company. Wells
Fargo Asset Management (WFAM) is the trade name for certain investment advisory/management firms owned by Wells Fargo & Company.
These firms include but are not limited to Wells Capital Management Incorporated and Wells Fargo Funds Management, LLC. Certain products
managed by WFAM entities are distributed by Wells Fargo Funds Distributor, LLC (a broker-dealer and Member FINRA).
INVESTMENT PRODUCTS: NOT FDIC INSURED • NO BANK GUARANTEE • MAY LOSE VALUE
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